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Abstract: Asthma is associated with substantial health care expenditures, including an estimated US$56 billion per year in direct costs. A recurring theme in the asthma management literature is that costly asthma symptoms, including hospitalizations and multiple emergency department (ED)/outpatient visits, can often be prevented through patient/family adherence to the national (National Institutes of Health Expert Panel Report-3) guidelines for effective self-management of asthma, specifically 1) medication adherence and 2) environmental trigger avoidance, as outlined in the patient’s personalized Asthma-Action Plan. It is important to note however that while effective self-management of asthma is known to reduce ED visits and hospitalizations, the relationship between asthma self-management effectiveness and outpatient visit frequency remains ambiguous, reflecting a gap in the literature. For instance, do patients/families who self-manage effectively visit outpatient clinics more frequently for asthma care (compared to those who do not self-manage effectively), after accounting for differences in asthma severity, demographic characteristics, and risk factors? Do patients/families who visit outpatient clinics more frequently for asthma care, in turn have fewer ED and inpatient encounters for asthma? On the other hand, do patients/families who do not revisit outpatient clinics regularly have higher ED visits and hospitalizations? It is important to address these gaps, in order to reduce the costs and public health burden of asthma. This paper provides a foundation for addressing these gaps, by conducting an integrative review of the asthma management literature, to develop a conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use among pediatric asthma patients/families. In doing so, the paper lays the groundwork for future research seeking to explicate the relationship between asthma self-management effectiveness and health care use, which in turn has potential to engage asthma providers in promoting ideal self-management and optimal health care use for pediatric asthma, in accordance with national evidence-based guidelines for asthma management.
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Introduction
The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports a 4.3 million increase in the number of individuals diagnosed with asthma, from 2001 to 2010. In 2010, there were over 450,000 asthma-related hospitalizations, nearly 2 million emergency department (ED) visits, over 1 million visits to outpatient clinics, and over 3,000 deaths associated with asthma, resulting in approximately US$56 billion in direct health care costs nationwide.1–3 A recurring theme in the asthma management literature is that costly symptoms of asthma, including hospitalization and multiple ED
or outpatient visits, can often be prevented through patient/family adherence to the national guidelines for effective self-management of asthma.4–10

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) National Asthma Education and Prevention Program (NAEPP) Expert Panel Report-3 (EPR-3) Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma, originally released in 2007, is the most current set of national evidence-based guidelines for asthma management. A central recommendation of the NAEPP EPR-3 is the use of an Asthma-Action Plan (AAP) by asthma patients/families and their providers. The AAP is a written personalized (patient-specific) plan that explains which medicines to take and when to take them, which types of environmental triggers to avoid, and how to deal with the signs and symptoms of an asthma episode.11,12

In effect, the AAP serves to reinforce to asthma patients/families and their providers two key components of effective self-management of asthma, described in the EPR-3 guidelines: 1) adherence to medication or pharmacotherapy and 2) avoidance of environmental triggers. Additionally, the AAP includes a personalized plan for ongoing monitoring of symptoms and instructions for when the patient/family should seek medical attention. According to EPR-3, the AAP should be developed collaboratively by the patient and provider, and represent a partnership between provider and patient, emphasizing education and reinforcement, to encourage effective asthma self-management.4,6,11–16 Since 2009, hospitals across the nation have been required to provide all asthma patients with an AAP, regardless of the care setting.13

Turning our attention to the substantial costs and public health burden of asthma can serve to underscore the crucial role of effective self-management of asthma in 1) preventing avoidable health care visits for asthma, 2) optimizing both self-management and health care use, and 3) reducing the overall costs of asthma. At this juncture, however, a key distinction needs to be made between ED/inpatient visits and outpatient visits for asthma. In other words, while effective asthma self-management is known to be associated with lower ED and inpatient visits for asthma, the relationship between self-management effectiveness and outpatient visit frequency for asthma remains ambiguous, reflecting a gap in the literature. For example:

- Do patients/families who self-manage effectively visit outpatient clinics for asthma care, more frequently or less frequently, compared to those who do not self-manage effectively, after accounting for differences in asthma severity, demographic characteristics, and other socioeconomic risk factors?

- Do patients/families who visit outpatient clinics more frequently for asthma care in turn have fewer ED and inpatient encounters for asthma?

- On the other hand, do “no-shows” and those who do not revisit outpatient clinics even once in over six months, that is, “non-revisits”, have higher ED and inpatient encounters?

The importance of addressing these gaps is heightened by the variation in provider opinion on this topic. For example, at one children’s hospital in Georgia, some asthma providers believe that while multiple (three or more) revisits over a six-month period to general pediatric clinics for “acute asthma exacerbation” may be indicative of low self-management effectiveness, multiple revisits to specialty (e.g., allergy) clinics may not, because new patients or patients recently discharged from the hospital may need to be seen frequently in specialty clinics. Other providers however are of the opinion that multiple sick revisits over a six-month period even to specialty clinics may be indicative of low self-management effectiveness. On the other hand, some providers believe that “non-revisits” and/or no-shows for asthma outpatient care over a six-month period may be a better indicator of low self-management effectiveness, reflecting a level of nonchalance among these patients/families to seek regular treatment, which may in turn place them at a greater risk for future ED visits and hospitalizations for asthma.17

Significance and importance

Since both primary care physicians (PCPs) and asthma subspecialists play a crucial role in asthma management, particularly with respect to influencing patient/family adherence to the AAP, these providers could greatly benefit from resources for measuring asthma self-management effectiveness among patients/families, including key risk factors associated with low self-management effectiveness. Additionally, it would be important for asthma providers to understand the relationship between asthma self-management effectiveness and health care use (including outpatient visit frequency), while adjusting for asthma severity, demographics, and risk factors. This type of information in turn could aid providers in:

- identifying strategies for promoting ideal self-management and optimal health care use at the individual patient/family level; and

- developing interventions for promoting asthma self-management effectiveness, at the community level, where applicable.
For example, if low asthma self-management effectiveness is found to be related to a lack of self-management education by PCPs, resulting in more outpatient visits than necessary, then asthma subspecialists could develop interventions to increase the adoption of asthma self-management education by community PCPs. Similarly, if low self-management effectiveness is found to be associated with the child’s school environment, including the absence of trigger reduction education in the school, then providers could work with school and county officials to raise awareness and resources for asthma education and support in schools. On the other hand, if low self-management effectiveness is traced back to younger parents/guardians not refilling prescriptions for required medication with their pharmacy, leading to preventable asthma episodes and ED visits for their children, then asthma providers may be prompted to work with community pharmacies to increase the rate of prescription refills and medication adherence for asthma patients/families in the community.

There are other important reasons to address the gap in the literature with respect to the relationship between self-management effectiveness and health care use, particularly, outpatient visit frequency for asthma. Outpatient visits are known to constitute the largest expense of asthma, accounting for nearly 60% of direct costs. Importantly, while outpatient visits for asthma are known to encompass multiple revisits over short time frames, they are also known to have a number of no-shows and “non-revisits”, that is, asthma patients/families who do not return for outpatient care even once over a six-month period. For example, analysis of asthma encounter data at one children’s hospital in the state of Georgia revealed that hospital outpatient clinic revisits for pediatric asthma were over 200% greater than unique patient visits, over a six-month period. To elaborate, the hospital had 1,227 unique visits to outpatient clinics for pediatric asthma, between July and December 2013. However, when individual patients/families were tracked for a six-month window following their initial visit to the outpatient clinics, we found a total of 2,468 revisits to the outpatient clinic for this population. While, on the one hand, 363 (30%) patients/families did not revisit the hospital outpatient clinics even once over a six-month period (i.e., “non-revisits”), on the other, 353 (30%) revisited the hospital outpatient clinics three or more times. At the extreme, we found that 130 (10%) patients/families revisited five or more times, and 23 (2%) revisited ten or more times, over a six-month period. Therefore, outpatient clinics can provide access to both extremes in the asthma patient population, in addition to providing access to “low-hanging fruits”, that is, patients/families with moderate-to-high asthma severity and considerable potential to improve self-management effectiveness.

In summary, the outpatient setting can serve as a unique venue for conducting impactful interventions to promote asthma self-management effectiveness in the community. To this effect, efforts to develop a framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma would be significant for the following reasons:

- Accelerating the adoption of patient-and-family-centered care for pediatric asthma management: the variation in provider opinion regarding self-management effectiveness and health care use (including outpatient visit frequency) for pediatric asthma suggests that providers do not yet have the resources/tools for measuring asthma self-management effectiveness, and discerning its impact on health care use. On a related note, this suggests that providers may be playing a more reactive rather than a proactive role in asthma management, thereby implying that pediatric asthma management is presently being driven largely by patients/families, with providers playing more of a supporting rather than an influential role. In order to begin playing a more proactive role in optimizing self-management and health care use for asthma, in accordance with the NIH EPR-3 national guidelines, providers may need additional resources/tools for measuring asthma self-management effectiveness and its impact on health care use. Therefore, efforts to develop resources/tools for measuring pediatric asthma self-management effectiveness would have potential to increase the engagement of asthma providers in delivering patient-and-family-centered care, to promote ideal self-management and optimal health care use for pediatric asthma, at the patient/family (individual) level and at the community level.

- Enabling successful implementation of national evidence-based (EPR-3) guidelines for asthma management: the proactive involvement and engagement of health care providers in asthma management is important now more than ever because of the availability of national guidelines for asthma management. To elaborate, a landmark report, “Crossing the Quality Chasm”, by the Institute of Medicine in 2001, stressed the need for “evidence-based management” to accompany “evidence-based guidelines”. While there is no paucity of evidence-based guidelines for a variety of conditions, these guidelines need to be accompanied by actionable strategies for successful implementation, to realize their full benefit. For example,
Purpose and objectives

The purpose of this paper is to:

1. Conduct an integrative review of the literature on asthma self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma.
2. Develop methods for explicating the relationship between self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma.
3. Develop methods for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma.
4. Develop methods for evaluating health care use for pediatric asthma.
5. Develop methods for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for future research seeking to:

   - Follow up on wellness instead of sickness. As such, hospitals, now manage disease within the community by concentrating policies, programs, and factors beyond their control.
   - Address the relevance of provider–patient collaboration and self-agency in achieving an educational level of asthma management.
   - Develop a conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use into the model would enable explication of the self-management effectiveness of pediatric asthma.
   - Conduct a holistic review of the literature on asthma self-management effectiveness as a result of the availability of national guidelines for asthma management and factors beyond their control.
   - Articulate the importance of incorporating "health care use" into models of asthma management, including an exploration of the essential tenets of the medical, collaborative, self-agency, and socioecological models of asthma management.

Following from the above discussion, this paper seeks to:

- Develop methods for explicating the relationship between self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma, including outpatient visits and revisits, "non-revisits" and no-shows for outpatient care, primary care visits and revisits, urgent care visits and revisits.
- Develop a conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma, including an exploration of the essential tenets of the medical, collaborative, self-agency, and socioecological models of asthma management.
- Conduct an integrative review of the literature on asthma self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma.
- Develop methods for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for future research seeking to:

   - Develop methods for explicating the relationship between self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma.
   - Develop methods for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for future research seeking to:

   - Follow up on wellness instead of sickness. As such, hospitals, now manage disease within the community by concentrating policies, programs, and factors beyond their control.
   - Address the relevance of provider–patient collaboration and self-agency in achieving an educational level of asthma management.
   - Develop a conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use into the model would enable explication of the self-management effectiveness of pediatric asthma.
actionable information for asthma providers to use in developing strategies and interventions for promoting ideal self-management and optimal health care use among pediatric asthma patients and families.

- Develop a holistic conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use among pediatric asthma patients and families.

Parameters of the literature review

This paper performs an integrative review of the asthma management literature, to address the stated problem of interest, that is, the absence of sufficient resources for asthma providers (PCPs and subspecialists) to assess self-management effectiveness of pediatric asthma. This gap in turn makes it challenging for asthma providers to be more proactively engaged in promoting optimal self-management and health care use for pediatric asthma (which in turn is not in alignment with the national EPR-3 guidelines for asthma management, and likewise, is known to result in growing costs and public health burden of pediatric asthma).

Correspondingly, the goal of this paper is to develop a conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma. The literature review in turn is driven by this goal and informed by the background (provided earlier), with regard to the dichotomy of perspectives between policymakers and asthma providers, on the potential of patients/families to be in control of their asthma.

This background information in turn serves to determine the parameters of the literature review, that is, a focus on understanding the key tenets of the collaborative vs. medical models of asthma management, with a view to developing a framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma. Specifically, the paper examines two decades of literature on asthma management (mid-90s to current), including the period leading up to the development and publication of the national EPR-3 guidelines for asthma management in 2007. The review is conducted through PubMed/NCBI databases using broad search terms including “asthma self-management”, “medical models”, “collaborative models”, and “pediatric asthma”. All articles (resulting from the search) that provided insight into factors (barriers and facilitators) influencing asthma management behaviors and practices (for pediatric and adult asthma) were included in the review. On the other hand, articles which focused exclusively on clinical and biologic interventions for asthma prevention were excluded from the review.

The next section summarizes the results of an integrative review of the asthma management literature, culminating in the development of a holistic conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma. The remaining sections of the paper discuss key implications of the conceptual framework, for asthma management research and practice, while Figures 1 and 2 provide a figurative depiction of the evolution of the framework.

Literature on asthma management

The availability of national asthma management guidelines suggests that US policymakers have embraced self-management programs as one way to decrease health costs (by reducing health care utilization through patient empowerment). A review of the literature indicates considerable attention to asthma self-management over the past two decades. Additionally, during this time frame, various federal agencies, including the CDC and the NIH NAEPP, have sponsored multiple national reports and conferences on asthma management.

However, a closer review suggests that a medical model of asthma management may be more rampant. Under the medical model, an emphasis is placed on adherence to directions given by health care professionals; in other words, patients/families are expected to take prescribed medications and follow doctors’ orders. Consequently, the patient/family must learn to trust the doctor’s medical knowledge, which in turn is the essence of the medical management approach. Patients/families who do not comply with doctors’ orders are labeled as noncompliant. Noncompliance with prescribed treatment in turn is viewed as a result of not only behavioral issues but also a consequence of socioecological constraints that Neither the patient nor the doctor can control, for example, socioeconomic issues, insurance barriers, low health literacy, health system limitations, environmental issues, and policy-level constraints.

Despite the widespread emphasis on a medical approach to asthma management, efforts have been made in recent years, at the policy and industry levels, to move toward more collaborative models of asthma management. For example, as discussed earlier, a central component of the NIH EPR-3 guidelines for asthma management is the development of an AAP, by asthma patients/families and their providers, in an effort to emphasize the importance of a collaborative approach to asthma management by providers and their patients/families. The essence of the collaborative approach is a partnership between providers and patients in chronic disease management, with providers extending education, support, and resources for monitoring, to enhance
self-management by patients/families. According to Bodenheimer et al, self-management is crucial in enabling a rewarding lifestyle for individuals living with chronic disease, since it enables patients to be informed and educated to participate in their own care (including decisions related to their treatment options), to gain a sense of control over their lives, which in turn can serve to reduce the frequency of physician visits, and improve quality of life.

Under the self-agency model, an extension of the collaborative model of asthma management, patients are proactive in understanding how they respond to illness and planning day-to-day routines as a way of creating a sense of order. Developing alternative lifestyle habits and taking control of their own lives are important for patients (asthmatics) who have embraced the self-agency paradigm. This includes initiating discussions with one’s doctor on which medications work and which do not work, within the context of one’s life, keeping informed about alternate approaches to managing their condition, and monitoring changes in treatment with vigilance. Therefore, taking control of one’s own asthma management is the essence of the self-agency paradigm.

In summary, while both the collaborative and self-agency models of asthma management tend to emphasize patient empowerment and control as the key to effective asthma management, the medical model places doctors in charge, with patients/families being expected to follow doctors’ orders in taking prescribed medication. Importantly, under the medical model, any lapses in following prescribed asthma management practices are often ascribed to socioecological constraints that may be beyond the control of the patient or the doctor.

The above discussion highlights the importance of considering the socioecological model of asthma prevention and management, which has been embraced by public health agencies (such as the CDC), as a framework for guiding interventions for chronic disease prevention and management. According to the socioecological model, people exist within...
a system of relationships, within complex layers of environments that impact on their lives. Changes or impacts in one layer tend to ripple throughout other layers. The model views individual behavior as being influenced, while also influencing the environment. Environmental influences on individual behaviors are divided into micro-, meso-, exo-, and macro-systems.

The micro-system is the layer closest to the individual and contains the structures with which one has direct contact: family, school, neighborhood, and work environments. The meso-system is the layer where connections are made between structures within the micro-system. Beyond this layer is the exo-system that consists of the larger social system, in which the individual does not function directly. The structures within this layer impact the individual by interacting with one or more structures of the meso-system. Finally, the macro-system is the outermost layer, comprising cultural values, customs, and laws that indirectly impact the individual. The effect of the larger principles defined by the macro-system has a cascading influence throughout the interactions of all other layers.

Based on the above framework, the socioecological model for health promotion posits that individual behavior is influenced by five categories of factors: intrapersonal factors (individual characteristics such as knowledge, skills, behavior, and beliefs), interpersonal factors (social networks including family, professional peers, and friends), institutional factors (rules and regulations of social institutions), community and environmental factors (relationships among the various institutions), and public policy (all levels of government). This model can be utilized to guide planning and interventions across each level. Research suggests that efforts to target all levels of the socioecological model may be important in improving intervention effectiveness.

A framework for measuring pediatric asthma self-management effectiveness

The above review reveals a dichotomy of perspectives in the asthma management literature with regard to the best approach to achieving effective asthma self-management. While the collaborative model and the self-agency model place the patient/family in a position of control in ensuring effective asthma management, the medical approach places the doctor in control of disease management, with the patient/family being expected to follow doctor’s orders. Moreover, any lapses in following the prescribed course of treatment are often attributed to socioecological influences and constraints that are beyond the control of the patient/family.

These gleanings from the asthma management literature point to the importance of considering both perspectives in any effort to measure asthma self-management effectiveness:

- Factors that are within the control of the individual patient/family, for example, asthma behaviors and self-management practices, such as regularity of refilling prescriptions for medication adherence or use of air purifiers in the indoor/home environment to mitigate exposure to environmental triggers for asthma.
- Factors that are beyond the control of the individual patient/family, for example, individual biologic factors such as asthma severity and comorbidities; individual cultural factors including beliefs related to asthma illness and treatment; socioeconomic risk factors, for example, child/patient’s living arrangements, insurance coverage for asthma controller medications, and so on; health system (institutional) risk factors, for example, self-management education received from asthma providers, including subspecialists and primary care providers; community-level risk factors, for example, support for self-management education in schools, daycares, and
community at large; environmental risk factors, for example, ownership of indoor pets, exposure to tobacco smoke, and so on; policy-level risk factors, for example, state support/reimbursement for asthma education by community health workers.

In other words, self-management effectiveness for pediatric asthma needs to be a composite measure of factors within patient’s control, for example, medication adherence and environmental trigger avoidance (as outlined in the patient’s AAP), while accounting for factors beyond patient/family’s control, including 1) the multiple levels of risk factors (mentioned above), 2) severity of asthma (e.g., EPR-3 severity classification of “mild-persistent asthma” or higher), and 3) demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender, race, household income, insurance, caregiver employment status, family history of asthma, number of smokers in household, and so on). This conceptualization of self-management effectiveness would incorporate key tenets of both the self-agency model of asthma management and the socioecological model of asthma management (while accounting for various risk factors and demographic characteristics impacting self-management behaviors at the patient/family level).

The essence of the conceptual framework therefore is that asthma is the manifestation of multiple individual, interpersonal, socioeconomic, community, health system, and environmental determinants. While the self-agency model places an emphasis on individual behavioral and lifestyle influences on asthma management, the socioecological model recognizes the interdependent relationship between individual (patients/families) and their environment, with respect to asthma management. While individual patients/families are responsible for making lifestyle changes appropriate for optimal health, their behavior is also considerably influenced by social, community, and environmental factors. The most suitable approach to changing individual health behavior therefore may be a combination of individual-, organizational-, and community-level interventions. Figure 1 articulates the conceptual framework discussed above.

Incorporating “health care use for pediatric asthma” into the framework
An important goal of this paper is to articulate what could be done to facilitate successful adoption and implementation of the national (EPR-3) guidelines for asthma management by asthma providers and their patients/families. As discussed earlier, while the national guidelines reflect support for patient–provider collaboration and patient self-agency in asthma management, asthma providers’ perspectives indicate support for a socioecological model, that is, multiple levels of influences on patients/families that may be constraining them from gaining control over their asthma. Importantly, the latter implies that asthma providers do not yet have the resources/tools for measuring pediatric asthma self-management effectiveness, as well as the specific risk factors associated with low self-management effectiveness (among asthma patients/families they serve).

Since both asthma subspecialists and PCPs play a crucial role in impacting patient/family self-management effectiveness, and influencing adherence to the AAP (in accordance with EPR-3 national guidelines), these providers could greatly benefit from resources for measuring self-management effectiveness among pediatric asthma patients/families. However, in addition to being able to measure asthma self-management effectiveness, it would be important for asthma providers to understand the impact of asthma self-management effectiveness on health care use (particularly, outpatient visit frequency), as discussed earlier. For example, do patients/families who self-manage effectively visit outpatient clinics more frequently for asthma care, compared to those who do not self-manage effectively after accounting for differences in asthma severity, demographic characteristics, and risk factors? And do these patients in turn have fewer emergency room (ER) and inpatient encounters? On the other hand, do those who do not revisit outpatient clinics even once in over six months have higher ER and inpatient encounters? Therefore, it would be important to conceptualize “health care use for pediatric asthma” broadly, to include

- primary care visits and revisits;
- outpatient (subspecialty) clinic visits and revisits (routine and sick);
- urgent care visits and revisits;
- ED and inpatient visits and revisits (general admission and pediatric intensive care unit stay);
- “non-revisits” and no-shows for asthma outpatient (subspecialty) care; and finally yet importantly,
- health care costs (provider charges and reimbursement) associated with all pediatric asthma care visits, to obtain a broader measure of health care use.

In summary, efforts to measure the relationship between self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma would help to create “evidence for action” for asthma providers to be more proactively involved in promoting ideal self-management and optimal health care use for pediatric asthma, in accordance with national guidelines...
A holistic framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma

The above discussion enables us to put forth a holistic framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use among pediatric asthma patients/families (summarized in Figure 2). Following from the rationale discussed earlier, “health care use” for pediatric asthma would be a function of patient/family “self-management effectiveness” (self-agency model), while adjusting for various patient/family demographic characteristics, severity of illness, and multiple levels of risk factors (socioecological model).

A key innovation of this conceptual framework is its integration of the self-agency model for defining self-management effectiveness, as patient/family adherence to EPR-3 guidelines for asthma management, with the socioecological model for identifying risk factors impacting self-management behaviors at the patient/family level, to put forth a holistic model for predicting health care use for pediatric asthma. This comprehensive approach to measuring both self-management effectiveness and health care use in turn has potential to not only address a gap in the asthma management literature but also pave the way for future research in chronic disease self-management, in general.

It would be relevant to note at this juncture that the purpose of this paper is to develop a holistic conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma. The discussion leading to the development of this framework included several implicit assumptions about the directionality or relationships among variables in the framework. For example, the various levels of socioecological influences, when viewed as constraints (i.e., “socioeconomic”, “individual biologic”, “health system”, “environmental”, and “community-level” constraints), would be expected to have an inverse relationship with self-management effectiveness, that is, the greater the constraints (e.g., lack of insurance coverage for controller medications under “socioeconomic” factors), the stronger the negative impact on asthma self-management behaviors and practices, leading to lower asthma self-management effectiveness.

However, the framework by itself does not seek to explicitly comment on the directionality or relationships among the variables, since the goal is to develop a broad conceptual model that can provide a foundation for future research seeking to generate empirical evidence on the relationships among variables (in the framework). In summary, the emphasis of this paper is on developing a broad conceptual framework. The framework emanates from integrating a variety of literature streams to develop a conceptual model that is intended to lead to future research (on the nature of relationships among the key variables in the framework).

Implications for practice

If efforts to measure the relationship between self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma (using the framework summarized in Figure 2) indicate that patients with younger parents (<25 years) are at greater risk for low self-management effectiveness, and low medication adherence, due to not regularly refilling prescription medications, then asthma providers may wish to explore prospects for conducting a pharmacy-led community-based intervention to increase the rate of refills for required medications, and thereby improve medication adherence and self-management of pediatric asthma in the community. On the other hand, if results indicate that patients/families at risk for insurance coverage denial are prone to “non-revisits” and later end up in the ED at other community hospitals, then asthma specialists, in collaboration with other community asthma providers, may wish to explore the possibility of investing in a community-based case manager to assist families in obtaining alternate controller medications covered by insurance, prevent no-shows, and promote optimal health care use for pediatric asthma among patients/families in the community.

Therefore, the framework (and future research generated by the framework) would engage asthma providers in identifying strategies to promote ideal asthma management among individual patients and families and in developing interventions to promote self-management effectiveness at a community level. In summary, the framework would have considerable potential to impact practice by promoting patient-and-family-centered care for pediatric asthma management, enabling successful implementation of EPR-3 guidelines by asthma providers, and enabling asthma providers to rise to the challenge of population health management,
in a changing environment of rising costs and value-based reimbursement.

Implications for future research
The conceptual framework developed in this paper is intended to provide a foundation for the following: measuring pediatric asthma self-management effectiveness, while adjusting for severity, demographics, and multiple levels of risk factors (including individual behavioral and biologic, socioeconomic, health system, community, and environmental levels); and measuring health care use for pediatric asthma, including the following: 1) outpatient visits and revisits (routine and sick); 2) ER, inpatient, primary care, and urgent care visits and revisits; 3) “non-revisits” and no-shows for outpatient care; and the 4) health care costs associated with these visits. Such a comprehensive conceptual framework therefore is expected to serve as a stepping stone for future research seeking to:

- develop methods for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma;
- develop a systematic understanding of the relationship between self-management effectiveness and health care use among pediatric asthma patients/families;
- create comparative profiles of patients/families with high and low self-management effectiveness of pediatric asthma; and
- generate insight into individual- and community-based interventions and strategies for promoting ideal self-management and optimal health care use for pediatric asthma, in accordance with the national evidence-based (EPR-3) guidelines for asthma management.

Future research efforts of this nature in turn would have potential to lay groundwork for larger projects to evaluate generalizability of results through large-scale replications of study methods, across outpatient settings in rural and inner-city regions in the US, as well as projects seeking to implement community-based interventions (developed using the framework described in this paper), to promote ideal self-management and optimal health care use among pediatric asthma patients/families in the community. These types of research endeavors in turn would serve a dual purpose of 1) addressing gaps in the pediatric asthma management literature and 2) tackling the practical challenges of asthma management, thereby directly helping to alleviate the public health burden (including the growing health care costs and disparities) associated with pediatric asthma and other chronic diseases in the community.

Conclusion
This paper reviews the asthma management literature to put forth a holistic conceptual framework for measuring self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma. In doing so, the study lays a foundation for future research seeking to explicate the relationship between asthma self-management effectiveness and health care use, which in turn has potential to engage asthma providers in identifying strategies for promoting ideal self-management and optimal health care use at the individual patient/family level, and developing interventions for promoting asthma self-management effectiveness, at the community level, where applicable.

In addition to accelerating the adoption of patient-and-family-centered care for asthma management, the framework would have potential to enable successful implementation of national evidence-based guidelines for asthma management, and facilitate a focus on “population health management” by asthma providers, in a new era of value-based reimbursement. Such a comprehensive conceptual framework therefore is expected to serve as a stepping stone for future research having potential to develop a systematic understanding of the relationship between self-management effectiveness and health care use for pediatric asthma, which in turn has considerable potential to generate insight into individual- and community-based interventions for promoting optimal self-management and health care use for pediatric asthma, in accordance with the national evidence-based (EPR-3) guidelines for asthma management.
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